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Abstract
This paper presents a free Japanese singing voice corpus that
can be used for highly applicable and reproducible singing
voice synthesis research. A singing voice corpus helps develop
singing voice synthesis, but existing corpora have two critical
problems: data imbalance (singing voice corpora do not guaran-
tee phoneme balance, unlike speaking-voice corpora) and copy-
right issues (cannot legally share data). As a way to avoid these
problems, we constructed a PJS (phoneme-balanced Japanese
singing voice) corpus that guarantees phoneme balance and is
licensed with CC BY-SA 4.0, and we composed melodies us-
ing a phoneme-balanced speaking-voice corpus. This paper de-
scribes how we built the corpus.
Index Terms: Singing voice corpus, singing voice synthesis,
music information processing, phoneme balance
1. Introduction
With the recent developments in deep learning and signal pro-
cessing, we can now synthesize high-quality singing voices.
Various deep learning architectures have been utilized (e.g.,
feed-forward [1], recurrent [2], and auto-regressive types [3]),
and many products have been launched (e.g., Sinsy [4] and
NEUTRINO [5]).
Freely available singing voice corpora contribute to appli-
cable and reproducible singing voice synthesis research. Cor-
pora are being developed in many languages (e.g., Chinese [6],
English [7], etc. [8]). The leading Japanese corpus, the large
RWC Music Database [9, 10], was developed 15 years ago.
While the RWC corpus was designed for more general use in
music information research, the recently developed Tohoku Kir-
itan database [11] was designed for singing voice synthesis. The
corpus contains a selection of 50 songs made up of childrens
songs and anime songs. By comparing these corpora, we aim
to develop a smaller corpus for easy-to-train machine learning.
The HTS demo [12] and JVS-MuSiC [13] examples never guar-
antee phoneme balance, which is an important factor in creating
a smaller corpus. Phoneme imbalance typically results in pho-
netic lack in synthesized singing voices.
This paper describes the construction of a phoneme-
balanced singing voice corpus named the phoneme-balanced
Japanese singing voice (PJS). Using the Voice Actress Cor-
pus [14], a phoneme-balanced speaking voice corpus, we com-
posed melodies for 100 sentences. Additionally, our corpus
contributes the following:
Singing and speaking voices: We recorded both singing
voices and parallel speaking voices. This paired data con-
tributes to speaking-singing research (e.g., [15]).
Descriptions of compositions: We noted descriptions of
melody compositions. These descriptions contribute to
natural-language-based music information research.
CC BY-SA 4.0 license: All the data in our corpus is li-
censed with CC BY-SA 4.0. Therefore, our corpus is avail-
able for both research and commercial use, unlike existing
corpora [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Availability online: Our corpus can be freely downloaded
from our project page [16].
The following sections describe the details of the corpus.
2. Corpus design
2.1. Directory structure
Here, we list the directory structure of our corpus. [SEN-
TENCE ID] in directory PJS100 [SENTENCE ID] is the sen-
tence ID of the original speaking voice corpus [14].
PJS100 001
PJS100 001 song.wav
PJS100 001 speech.wav
PJS100 001.mid
PJS100 001.xml
PJS100 001.lab
PJS100 001.txt
PJS100 002
...
PJS100 100
The directory PJS100 [SENTENCE ID] consists of the fol-
lowing files:
• PJS100 [SENTENCE ID] song.wav: singing voice we
composed using a sentence from the phoneme-balanced
speaking-voice corpus [14] as the lyric
• PJS100 [SENTENCE ID] speech.wav: speaking voice that
utters a sentence from the phoneme-balanced speaking-voice
corpus [14]
• PJS100 [SENTENCE ID].mid: MIDI file we used as the
guide melody during recording
• PJS100 [SENTENCE ID].xml: musicXML file that de-
scribes musical note information
• PJS100 [SENTENCE ID].txt: musical information that
songs use (e.g., genre, scale, artist, etc.)
We composed and recorded 100 phoneme-balanced sen-
tences [14]. The following sections describe the composition
and recording conditions.
2.2. Composition conditions
A native Japanese male in his twenties composed all the songs.
He is not a professional composer but has work experience
using his singing, composing, and recording skills. He com-
posed melodies within his range using each of the phoneme-
balanced sentences. The musical notes he composed were writ-
ten in PJS100 [SENTENCE ID].xml. He composed a variety
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of melodies (based on genre, scale, etc.). Descriptions of the
compositions were written in PJS100 [SENTENCE ID].txt. He
also made a MIDI file (PJS100 [SENTENCE ID].xml) of the
composed melody to guide the recording described below.
2.3. Recording conditions
The composer was also the singer. While listening to the guide
melody generated from the MIDI file, he recorded his singing
voice so that his pitch and tempo would be as in sync with the
guide as possible. To avoid the proximity effect of the micro-
phone, we let him maintain 15 cm between the microphone and
his mouth. The recording environment was a simple soundproof
room in which we attached sound-absorbing materials to the
walls. The recording environment was not an anechoic cham-
ber, so we recorded 15-second background noise each record-
ing day for noise reduction after the recording. We used a
Lewitt LCT 441 FLEX (cardioid mode) [17] microphone, a
JZ MICROPHONES Pop Filter [18] windscreen, and an RME
Fireface UCX [19] audio interface.
We also let him record his speaking voice in the same man-
ner. We saved the singing and speaking voices in the 48 kHz-
sampled, 24 bit-encoded RIFF WAV format.
3. Corpus specifications
3.1. Data statistics
The data size of the singing voice was larger than that of the
speaking voice. The recording of the singing voice was 27.20
minutes long, and the recording of the speaking voice was 12.09
minutes long. Therefore, texts are shared between singing and
speaking voices, but the duration of the singing voice is longer
than that of speaking voice. This is consistent with existing
work [15].
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show histograms of the keys and
tempos of our corpus, respectively. As Figure 1 shows, the
tonics are well-balanced, while there are fewer songs in minor
keys than in major keys. Moreover, as Figure 2 shows, the
tempos are distributed in a range between 80 to 160 beats per
minute (BPM), indicating that this corpus may be unsuitable for
synthesizing songs with extremely slow or fast tempos or in a
minor key.
3.2. Music score analysis
Japanese songs typically use one musical note per Japanese syl-
lable but not always. Figure 3 is an example of such an excep-
tion, PJS100 001.xml. The multisyllabic notes to-o-ji and myo-
o-o-o can be found on the first and second musical bars, respec-
tively, where “-” indicates the syllable boundary. This means
special processes (e.g., copying notes to each syllable [20]) are
needed to train singing voice synthesizers.
4. Conclusion
This paper presented the PJS corpus, a freely available
phoneme-balanced Japanese singing voice corpus. We con-
firmed the phoneme balance in our corpus by composing music
based on a phoneme-balanced speaking-voice corpus. Our cor-
pus consists of singing voice data, parallel speaking-voice data,
and the musical information that songs use. Therefore, our cor-
pus can contribute to research areas beyond singing voice syn-
thesis. In our future work, we will add a variety of singing
styles, such as falsetto and growl voices.
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Figure 1: Key histogram of our corpus. There are fewer songs
in minor keys than in major keys.
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Figure 2: Tempo histogram of our corpus. The songs only range
from 80 to 160 beats per minute (BPM).
The PJS corpus is available on our project page [16]. All
the data is licensed with the CC BY-SA 4.0 license.
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